URBAN PLANNING/URBAN DESIGN CORE BOOKS


Busquets, Joan and Felipe Correa. Cities X lines. NA9015.H36 C474 2006


Hall, Peter. Cities of Tomorrow. HT166.H349x 2002

Holtz Kay, Jane. Lost Boston. NA735.B7 K392 1999

Jacobs, Allan. Great streets. NA9053.S7 J23 1993


Klanten, Robt and Sven Ehmann: Data Flow: visualizing information in graphic design. NC998.4 D38 2008

Kostoff, Spiro. The city shaped. HT111.K63x

Koolhass, Rem. SMLXL: Small, medium, large, extra-large. NA1153.K66 K66x 1998


Lynch, Kevin. A theory of good city form. HT166.L96

Lynch, Kevin. The image of the city. NAC 1235 L989

McCandless, David. Information is beautiful. P93.5 M375 2012

Seasholes, Nancy. Gaining ground, a history of landmaking in Boston. F73.3.S46 2003

Sendich, Emina. Planning and urban design standards. HT166.P55 2006

Tufte, Edward. The visual display of quantitative information. QA276.3.T83 1983

Tufte, Edward. Envisioning Information. P93.5.T84 1990


Watson, Donald, ed. Time-saver standards for urban design. HT166.T47 2003

Whitehall, Walter Muir. Boston, a topographical history. F73.3.W57 2000

DESIGN DISCOVERY 2018 Pop-Up BOOK LIST

These books can be found in the pop-up library location in the 3rd floor trays during evening staffed hours. Additional copies may be available in the stacks in the library, Monday – Friday 9 am – 5pm.